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1. INTRODUCTION
IN animal (or plant) selection for more than one character, the use of a
single stage selection index (Fairfield Smith, 1936; Hazel, 1943) is
known never to be less efficient than the method of independent culling
levels (Hazel and Lush, 1942; Young, 1961). However, it is some-
times no more efficient, and in cases where the traits under considera-
tion become evident at different ages, independent culling levels offer
the practical advantage of being able to dispose of a proportion of
inferior animals earlier. This possibility is of particular importance
in male selection, since the final proportion of entire males retained is
usually small and early disposal of surplus animals may offer con-
siderable advantage to the breeder.

However, the theory of independent culling levels at present covers
only the case when selection is for one character at a time. In practice
it is possible that one or more traits may be available at each of several
times, and selection could take place sequentially. Such a scheme
might be called "multi-stage selection" and methods of applying it
are investigated in this paper. In particular, two methods are con-
sidered. The first is an extension of the independent culling approach
to cover the case when culling at each stage is done according to a
number of characters. In the second method part and whole selection
indices are used in selection.

2. THEORY

(I) Single stage selection

The theory of the selection index will be outlined very briefly
below to establish notations used in the subsequent discussion.

Let the phenotypic value of a trait X (i = ..., n) be represented
by (G1+E1), where G. is the additive genetic effect and E2 the non-
additive genetic effect plus the environmental contribution. If the
economic weight of X2 be a, the total genetic value of an individual
may be defined as

H =2'a1G —=EbX+e, (I)
where the bs are the regression coefficients to be calculated and e the
residual. The coefficients of the selection index

I =2b1X1 (2)

are calculated by minimising the sum of squares of es and may be
x31
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considered as the best linear predictor of H. By assuming the inde-
pendence of G. and E2, the vector of bs, b is given by

b =P-'Ga (3)
where P and G are the phenotypic and genetic variance and covariance
matrices respectively and a the vector of economic weights.

(U) Multi-character independent culling levels

(a) The general case. If we have n characters X1, X2, ..., X under
consideration, and we wish to select for n1 characters at the first stage

and nj characters at the jth stage (3 = where the number in

each stage is not necessarily equal, we have a situation of multi-stage
selection. Since selection is to be carried out in s stages the total index
can be written as

sI = L' bX+ E + E b1X = L' I.i=1 i=k+1 j=1 (4)

x
Ftc. x. Culling points when p —o'8. Each P curve shows various combinations of

truncation points X and Y to give a fixed proportion of animals saved.
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The superscript of X indicates that the trait X. is measured at the
jth age, so that in each sub-index, I,, all the iij traits are measured at
the same age. Also, in () X and X can be a single character
measured at different times. Following the least squares procedure
mentioned earlier and writing the normal equations in terms of
covariance, we have

b1 Cov(XX(') +b2 Cov(XX) +... +bCov(XX) = Cov(XH). ()
If we write X G1+e, where G is the additive genetic effect of
X at the jth age then

we have

Cov(X1X) = P, and since

Cov(XG) = G,

Cov(XH) =E

(6)

The phenotypic and genetic variance and covariance matrices (P and
G) in () can be written down according to the number of stages

12
Fic. 2.—Culling points when p = —o6.
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involved in the selection scheme. As an example, if we wish to select
for 5 different traits in 3 stages (at ages i, 2 and 3 respectively) in which
n1 = 2, = 2 and n3 = i, with the aim of improving the breeding
values at age 3, and if we further assume that the Gs at ages other
than age 3 have no economic weights we have,

p12 pi13 14
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Fxo. 3.—Culling points when p = —04.
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In each of the diagonal sub-matrices the P, are phenotypic variances
and covariances in animals of the same age, while each of the off-
diagonal sub-matrices involves covariances of two traits at different
ages. Similarly the matrix G is

G=

Fio. 4.—Culling points when p = —02.
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Having constructed the matrices P and G with suitable variances
and covariances, it is clear that the vector b can be calculated as in (s),
and we have the total index

I = 2: I.5=1

The total expected genetic gain is
JH = E(H—111) = (I—j1) = (I—s,) (7)

where E denotes the expected value, i the population mean and
the regression coefficient of H on I. The last quality is well known
since

Cov(HI) = bTGa = bTPP -'Ga = bTPb = Var(I).

After all stages of selection the selected animals will have an average
index score of

1= 1"
5 .=i

Fic. 5.-—CuIling points when p = o.

(8)



where denotes the standard deviation of the jth sub index and i
the selection differential resulting from all s stages of selection with
respect to the jth index, in standard deviation units. The variances
and covariances of the sub-indices are given by

Var(I) 2' bibmP,i m

MULTI-STAGE SELECTION

x

FIG. 6.—Culling points when p = 02.

We can write the average expected genetic gain as

zlll = I—=

Cov(TIy) = E bibmP'n,
j=1c1_1+1 m=k'_1+1
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and these values are useful in the calculation of the correlation coeffi-
cients between sub-indices. For a given proportion (p) of animals
retained, many culling plans, with different culling points for each
stage, will all give p, only one plan, however, gives the maximum
genetic gain. If we regard the o11s in () as the weights for the various
ifs, 4H can be maximised for a fixed p. The maximisation of 411
when the J3s are independently normally distributed is the same as the

method discussed by Hazel and Lush (1942). If there are only two
stages of selection and if I and I are binormally distributed, the
maximisation procedure has been discussed in some detail by Young
and Weiler (5960). For three or more stages of selection the calcula-
tions of i5 for a given set of truncation points, in multinormal distribu-
tion were given by Birnbaum and Myer (i) and Talus (5965),
while formul for the calculation of p for a set of truncation points
were given by Plackett (i4) and the values of p in the trivariate case
has been tabulated by Steck (5958). The overall computations in
these cases, however, become very tedious indeed.

x

Fx&. 7.—Culling points when p = 04.
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(b) Single character case. When only one character is selected at
each stage, we have the case of independent culling levels.
In this case we have and after all stages of selection

i=1

=LWi(say) (io)

where W3 is the weighting factor for i.
Considering the case when two characters, measured at the same

age, are under selection, we have

W1 k/1 ° P11 p121 FG11 G12 Fail
=1 I I I I I ('')

W2 [ o /j P21 P] [G21 G22 [a2]
and
SN1 = ,/P(P11P22—P2) {a1(P22G11—P12G21) +a2(P22G12—P1gG22)}

(p2) —1{a17P(h—ph12)+a2/P2(h12—ph)}, (12)

W2 = ,/i(P11P22—P2) '{a1 (P11G12 —P12G11) +a2 (P11G22 —P12G12) }

= ( p2) —1{a1'P(h12— ph) +a2'P(h— ph12)},

where h = h, and p _____
VP11P22

It is seen that the W2s are the same as those derived by Young and
Weller (i 96 x) from a different consideration.

(iii) The use of part and whole indices—a two-stage case
A more efficient way to carry out multi-stage selection is to select

animals at stage i according to I, and at stage 2 according to (11+12)
and so on. The final stage is based on I the total index. The method
is more efficient because more and more information about the animals
is used in selection during subsequent stages. The computation
involved in this scheme, however, is slightly more difficult than the
previous method, where only one sub-index is used in each stage.
It is worthwhile, however, to develop formula for a case of two stage
situation.

Consider sub-indices I and '2 binormally distributed with
standardised variates

= I1—fL1 v
01

where, and are the means of I and 12. The method of selection
is to retain animals with u >X at stage I and (u+v) >Y at stage 2.
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Fin. 8.—Culling points when p =o6.

The selected population then has the probability density (uv; p) Ip,
where

p =p(X, Y—u; p) = ff" A(2ir) —1 exp{—A2(u2—2 puv+v2)}dvdu
X Y—ts

(I 3)
and p == the correlation coefficient between u and v.

A rzr(I_p2).
To calculate the genetic gain after selection, we have to calculate

first the mean of u, E(u) and of v, E(v), in the selected population.
If we denote

S(u) = f exp{—2(v2—2puv)}dv

E(u) = A(2rp) -1 f uS(u) exp {—A2u2}du (i)
writing

dh =uexp{—A2u2},g =S(u), =.S(u),dii dii
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(id.) can be integrated by parts. We then have
A2PE(u) = (X)Q(A) +PpA2E(v) +K(YK)Q(B)
)t2PE(v) = pPA2E(u) +K(YK)Q(B)

K ={2(I+p)}—,
A rrrA{Y—X(i+p)},
B = (2X—Y){2(x—p)},

(t) = (21T) exp {—t2},

Q(t) =f
and (x 6) we have

E (u) = q'(X) Q(A) +J±_e (YK) Q(B) /p,

FIG. 9.—Culling points when p =o8.

(I 5)

(i 6)
where

Solving (15)

E(v) = p(X)Q(A) + /±_ (YK)Q(B)/p.

.4

(I 7)

(i 8)
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The calculations of E(u) and E(v) thus involve the values of areas
and ordinates of truncated normal distributions and p. Many tables
for values of and Q are available but the writer is unaware of any
tables for values of p when truncation is carried out in the present
manner For this reason a number of nomograms are presented in this
paper (figs. 1-9). In each figure various combinations of (X, Y) for
different values of p and a fixed p are plotted. The p values in each
figure are selected to cover the range of values most likely to be useful
to breeders. The 9 figures give sets of curves for p = —o8, —o-6,
—o4, —02, 0, o2, o4, o6 and o8 respectively. The computational
procedure of p for given values of X and Y are discussed by Mr G.
Brown in the Appendix.

When E(u) and E(v) are known then the total expected genetic
gain after selection is

4H' = ajE(u)+aiE(v). (is)
Since the second stage, in this case, is a full index selection, the

expected gain is greatest when no culling is done at stage one. However
as genetic gain is often not the only consideration, formula (19) is
useful in calculating the different amount of gain for a number of
possible schemes involving early culling. These gains can then be
considered in conjunction with other factors to derive an optimum
scheme.

3. REMARKS

When greater accuracy is not required previous records of the
animals may be used to calculate the approximate truncation points
by the method of trial and error. In particular when, for husbandry
reasons, fixed proportions of animals have to be discarded at various
ages equations (g) and (ig) can be used to determine which group
of characters should be selected at various stages for greater genetic
gain. The efficiency of the selection plan, as a result of this approxima-
tion, will not be at a maximum but may be quite useful as a guide in
practice.

Of the two methods proposed here, the first method, the multi-
character independent culling scheme, involves less computation but
requires a maximisation procedure. The alternative one, the part
and whole index selection, while requiring somewhat more calculation,
has a greater efficiency. The latter has the added advantage that no
maximisation process is required since, as far as genetic gain is con-
cerned, the culling rate at stage I should be kept as low as possible.

The relative efficiency, in terms of genetic gain, of the two methods
probably cannot be expressed in simple expressions and numerical
calculation for each situation is required.

The methods discussed in the present paper can also be used when
selection is for lifetime production. The sub-indices, in this case, can
be calculated according to the formula developed by Young and
Talus (1961).
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An alternative approach to the solution of the multi-character
independent culling levels was pointed out to the writer by Dr G. M.
Talus. He suggested that JR can be written as the mean of the
truncated multinormal distribution, which in turn is a function of the
unknown bs. The coefficients b can then be obtained by maximising
JH with respect to b. and the numerical values of b can be obtained
by iteration. The author was unable to establish the equivalence or
otherwise of these two approaches.

4. SUMMARY

Two methods of multi-stage selection, when selection at each stage
is for an arbitrary number of characters, are discussed. The first
method is an extension of the independent culling levels method to
more than one character at each stage and in the second method the
use of part and whole selection indices in a two-stage selection scheme
is considered.
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APPENDIX

Evaluation of Truncated Bivariate Normal Volumes

G. BROWN

Consider the standardised bivariate normal distribution /(o,o, i,, ;p)
truncated at

u+z, = Y.

We wish to evaluate the volume P, cut off by

uX
u+v>Y.

A transformation m = u, n = u+v followed by a scaling transformation
r m, s = n/V2(i +p) will reduce the problem to the more usual ortho-
gonal truncation and

p = (o,o,i,i;p')drdsx yivtrc
where

,- I
2

Thus the tables of Owen (ig7) or the graphs of Young and Weiler
(1960) could be used. Adopting Owen's notation we have

(a) Xo, YLo

P = C— [(x)+ ( —T [x, Y—(i +p)X
L \/2(I+p))j L V'—p2

2x—Y /fl (i)[/2(l+p) Y / i—p]
where C is i or according to whether XY is greater or less than zero
respectively.

(b) Xo, Y = o

P = —(X) +T (x, ,fiTrP) (ii)
(c) X = o, Y oI Y \ I YP = 4—4 I I +T I I I (iii)

\V2(1+p)/ \/2(I+p) '4J 'P/
(d) X = Y = oifiTP = +To,I—

I'+parctan / —
=+ i '—p (iv)
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To evaluate even a single volume using the above formul is complex
since it involves tedious arithmetic and interpolation from existing tables.
Hence it seems worthwhile to evaluate P on a computer and present the
results as graphs showing contours of equal volume for various parent
correlations p. The user then may look up the volumes directly, given the
two truncation values X and Y together with p. Alternatively, given P
the values of X and Y may be chosen to comply with the user's wishes.
The function

— ' C"exp[h2(i+x2]T(h,a) — i dx
21TJ0 i+x2

was evaluated using an eight-point Gaussian quadrative technique Harris
(5957) and the results agree with Owen's table (given to six decimal places).

An early attempt was made to evaluate the volume by one direct
quadrative, namely

P = i_(x)__f dx

but the method was inaccurate for various values of the parameters and
was consequently discarded.

The above method was programmed for the IBM 7090 computer at
the Weapons Research Establishment and tables for various p, X[—2.4
(o2)24] and Y[—24(9.2)24] were obtained from which the charts were
made up.

K
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